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{lat, the tonic of the former key being held on to form the 
third of the latter. At this point, commenced by the altos, 
answered by the second, and afterwards by the Erst sopranos 
the voices then uniting, a most melodious phrase occurs, 
a change to the original key and theme bringing this 
number to a highly effective conclusion. A Clloral Recita- 
tive and an air for mezzo-soprano, preceded by a Recitative 
may be commended as really good and appropriate music 
the strain in which the legend of the golden apple in the 
hand of Paris is related being extremely vocal and attrac- 
tive. In the duet for soprano and contralto, " Silent aye 
is Beauty's claim," some bold changes of key are in- 
troduced, the words being sympathetically coloured 
throughout; indeed, we think vocalists will pronounce this 
the most eSective number in the work. A well written 
choral piece, ;' Who is the chosen the garland to wear " ? 
is succeeded by a short solo for contralto, in which the one 
who shall receive the garland is described and the 
Cantata concludes with a chorus and trio, " 'Tis Aimee 
beloved," the three solo vrices continuing to the end, some- 
times independently and sometimes in combination with 
the choir. The words of this Cantata are admirably 
adapted for music, and we have little doubt that the work 
will speedily become a favourite with the numerous ladies' 
choirs ready to welcome meritorious novelties. 

The Mczrtyrdovn of St. Polycar9. A Sacred Oratorio. 
By the Rev. Sir F. A. Gore Ouseley, Bart. Svo, Vocal 
Score. [Novello, Ewer and Co.] 

THE bright and tuneful march from this oratorio is orle 
of the most popular organ pieces in existence, but the 
work as a whole has been sadly and most undeservedly 
neglected. The reason for this is that it has only just 
been published in vocal score, and we are confident that 
now it is available in this cheap and handy form, chorai 
societies will quickly recofflnise its conspicuous merits. 
44 St Polycarp " was composed as far back as I854, as an 
exercise for the degree of Mus. Doc., and this circumstance 
mav lead to the supposition that it is a dry and scholastic 
work with none of the qualities which appeal to a popular 
audierlce. The facts are very rnuch the other way. The 
libretto is simple, but by no means wanting in dramatic 
interest. Roman soldiers, having discovered the retreat of 
the Sain$ near Smyrna, come to dragkhim before the Pro- 
Consul, who oSers bim his life if he will curse Jesus 
of Nazareth. He refuses, and proclaims his faith 
and is forthwith taken to the stake. There is a vigo- 
rous overture in orthodox form, after which the 
first important number is a contralto solo, " Fear none of 
these things," full of dignified melody and expressiveness 
The soldiers arrive to the strains of the march, which is 
followed by a charming and pathetic air fbr the principal 
character, ;'Yet let me pray." After a spirited double 
chorus of pagans, 4' Destroy the foes of the gods," we come 
to the most in1portant nunaber Qf the work, a duet between 
the proconsul and his unyielding victim. This is carried 
out at considerable length, and with much knowledge 
of effect. The peroration, where the saint alone speaks 
5S especially striking, and on the same level of excellence 
though in different degree, is the double chorus of pagans 
and (:hristians with a fugue in eight parts. The last air 
for St. Polyszrt, and the succeeding chorus with its 
orchestral sequel, descriptive of the matyrdom, contain 
many fine points, alld the final chorus " In the sight of 
the unwise " brings the oratorio to an effective c-onclusion. 
The general style of the music is a happy blending of 
H andelian dignity with Mendelssohnian grace and refine- 
ment, and here and there a trace of Mozart and of'Spohr 
The brevity of the work is one of its recommendations, as 
lt will OIlly occupy about half of an average Concert 
programme. 

Osert?>re in C (" I1z Memoriatv ") for Orchestra. Com- 
posed by Arthur Sullivan. Pianoforte arrangement by 
Myles B. iFoster. [NovelloX Ewer and Co.] 

THAT this Overture, written in memory of his father, is 
one of Sir Arthur Sullivan's best works, we believe, is 
almost universally admitted; and the many admirers of the 
composition when heard with the orchestra wilI therefore 
be gratified tO learn that in the two excellent arrangements 
for the pianoforte now published- one as a solo, and the 
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other for four hands-the original eSects are admirably 
preserved; for not only are the passages most skilfully 
transcribed, both in the solo and duet form, but the salient 
points in the orchestration are indicated throughout. We 
may say that this is the first time the Overture has been 
printed, and that very shortly the full score will also be 
published. It is a good s;n of the times when we find the 
works of English composers obtain so firm a hold of the 
public as to justify a publisher in putting forth two piano- 
forte transcriptions of an Overture, and following these by 
the full score. It does not require a very long memory to 
recall the day when such a proceeding would have been 

. . conslc .erec . madness. 

Childhood's Ho7{sts. Twelve characteristic pieces for 
the Pianoforte. By A. Loeschhorn. [Edvin Ashdown.] 

EVEN children in the present day cannot complain 
that they are not supplied with " proaramme music." 
Fanciful titles} such as Schumann gives to his charm- 
ing little '' Kinderscenen," are, of collrse, difficult to 
realise in sound; but they create an interest in young 
players, and music of this kind should, therefore, be 
cordially welcomed. The twelve pieces before us are 
extremely well written, and we commend them to 
the notice of juvenale pianists. " Once upon a time,' 
" Entreaty," ;' The Cuckoo "- -the call of which per- 
plexing bird7 by the way, is here represented by a anajor 
third-" Cradle Song,' ' The little Soldier," and s; Good 
night" are extremely attractive; but many players will 
doubtless, prefer others to those we have named. One 
important characteristoc in these sketches is that the left 
hand is not made unduly subordinate to the riaht * and we 
may also say that the passages will never distress little 
fingers. 

No7Jello, Ewer a1zd Co.*s Piazofort5e AlD?lsts. Edited by 
Berthold Tours. Volume V. Compositiotes by H. A. 
Wolle7thautt. [Novello, Ewer and Co.] 

SEVERAL of the pianoforte works of this composer have 
already won their way to favour in this country, and 
although all these will be found in the volume before us 
a large number comparatively unknown are also include 
in the collection, which contains thirty numbers. Wollen- 
haupt's graceful and vivacious dance-music needs no 
recommendation from us, but those not familiar with his 
compositions of another character will be charmed with 
such sketches as " Florinda," *' Penses-a moi,> *; PapilIon," 
" Feu Follet,X' and " L7Inquietuder72 all of ich, thouh 
not requiring the highest executive powers, demand a 
refined touch and poetical feeling for their due rendering. 
Apart from their attractive quality to listeners, pianists 
will find in these pieces many excellent studies br 
phrasing and accent. 

Teat Easy Picocs, for Pianoforte Duet. By Carl Reinecke. 
[Forsyth Brothers.J 

As these pieces are published separately for violin and 
pianoforte, and in both forms are said to be '* arranged by 
the author" we know not which was the original * but as 
attractive little sketches as svell as excellent studies they 
will be found most vaiuable for young pupils on both 
irlstruments. Much of Carl Reinecke's music especially 
written for juvenile pianists is already knonvn in this 
countrys and sve are glad to find that he is still adding to 
the store. All who have the training of the musical taste 
of the rising generation should do their utmost to encourage 
the spread of pieces written on the lines adhered to by the 
older composers; for when mere showy d;splay is aimed at 
in early practice, there can be little chance in after years 
uf any true appreciation of the higher forms of the art. 

Romanwa? for Violin; with scco1s7.talin1zerat for Pialto- 
forte 1ld Harntonium, ad lib. By D. R. Munro. 

- [Brighton: J. and W. Chester.3 
ANY student of the violin svho wishes to e£cape from tlle 

instruction book and play a ;'pieee" cannot do better 
than possess himself of Mr. Munro's graceful little 
Romance. Perhaps the simplicity of the melody might 
have been agreeably relieved by some variety in the har- 
mony; but what is attempted is effectually accomplithed 
and this is no mean praise in these ambitious times. 
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mony; but what is attempted is effectually accomplithed 
and this is no mean praise in these ambitious times. 

other for four hands-the original eSects are admirably 
preserved; for not only are the passages most skilfully 
transcribed, both in the solo and duet form, but the salient 
points in the orchestration are indicated throughout. We 
may say that this is the first time the Overture has been 
printed, and that very shortly the full score will also be 
published. It is a good s;n of the times when we find the 
works of English composers obtain so firm a hold of the 
public as to justify a publisher in putting forth two piano- 
forte transcriptions of an Overture, and following these by 
the full score. It does not require a very long memory to 
recall the day when such a proceeding would have been 

. . conslc .erec . madness. 

Childhood's Ho7{sts. Twelve characteristic pieces for 
the Pianoforte. By A. Loeschhorn. [Edvin Ashdown.] 

EVEN children in the present day cannot complain 
that they are not supplied with " proaramme music." 
Fanciful titles} such as Schumann gives to his charm- 
ing little '' Kinderscenen," are, of collrse, difficult to 
realise in sound; but they create an interest in young 
players, and music of this kind should, therefore, be 
cordially welcomed. The twelve pieces before us are 
extremely well written, and we commend them to 
the notice of juvenale pianists. " Once upon a time,' 
" Entreaty," ;' The Cuckoo "- -the call of which per- 
plexing bird7 by the way, is here represented by a anajor 
third-" Cradle Song,' ' The little Soldier," and s; Good 
night" are extremely attractive; but many players will 
doubtless, prefer others to those we have named. One 
important characteristoc in these sketches is that the left 
hand is not made unduly subordinate to the riaht * and we 
may also say that the passages will never distress little 
fingers. 

No7Jello, Ewer a1zd Co.*s Piazofort5e AlD?lsts. Edited by 
Berthold Tours. Volume V. Compositiotes by H. A. 
Wolle7thautt. [Novello, Ewer and Co.] 

SEVERAL of the pianoforte works of this composer have 
already won their way to favour in this country, and 
although all these will be found in the volume before us 
a large number comparatively unknown are also include 
in the collection, which contains thirty numbers. Wollen- 
haupt's graceful and vivacious dance-music needs no 
recommendation from us, but those not familiar with his 
compositions of another character will be charmed with 
such sketches as " Florinda," *' Penses-a moi,> *; PapilIon," 
" Feu Follet,X' and " L7Inquietuder72 all of ich, thouh 
not requiring the highest executive powers, demand a 
refined touch and poetical feeling for their due rendering. 
Apart from their attractive quality to listeners, pianists 
will find in these pieces many excellent studies br 
phrasing and accent. 

Teat Easy Picocs, for Pianoforte Duet. By Carl Reinecke. 
[Forsyth Brothers.J 

As these pieces are published separately for violin and 
pianoforte, and in both forms are said to be '* arranged by 
the author" we know not which was the original * but as 
attractive little sketches as svell as excellent studies they 
will be found most vaiuable for young pupils on both 
irlstruments. Much of Carl Reinecke's music especially 
written for juvenile pianists is already knonvn in this 
countrys and sve are glad to find that he is still adding to 
the store. All who have the training of the musical taste 
of the rising generation should do their utmost to encourage 
the spread of pieces written on the lines adhered to by the 
older composers; for when mere showy d;splay is aimed at 
in early practice, there can be little chance in after years 
uf any true appreciation of the higher forms of the art. 
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